CHAPTER 5
THE RIGF{T TO DE,VETOPMENT'AND
ITS COR.RESPONT}ING OSIIGATIONS
David Bsrrr{eh,{
'And he said, No1^I, this schoolroom is a Nation. And in this nation there are fifty
millions of money. Isnt this a prosperous nation? Gi.rl number twenty, isnt this a
prosperous nation, and a'n't you in a thriving state?" ' "
,,1
said I didn't know i thought I couldn't knowwhether it was a Plosperorrs nation
oi.aot, and whether I was in a thriving state or not, unless I knew who had got the
moile)l an{ whether any of it was trine- But that had nothins

[ ff#*I;il?;t.

"That was a great mistake of yours", observed Louisa'

'.1:
* Charles Dickens, HardTimes

i.

DEFINITION OF THE RIGHT TO DEVELOPMENT

that are
This chapter is concerned with the duties, obligations, or reEponsibilities
entailed by the right to development. Critical to this discussion is a clear
no
conception of what that right involves and how it should be defined, As I am
expeft on the subject of development, my primary qualification for addressing

this issue must be whatever advantage exists in approaching the subiect with a
excuse, a
fresh pair of eyes. I hcipe that this confession will serve to explain, if not
certain skepticism on my pafl, not about the right to development itself, but
about the dangers of coflceptual inflatioa, or "termiroiogical creeP': to which
the right seems to m,e intrinsicallyprone, especially urrder the pressure to achieve
a political consensus among different state parties. My preference is to apply
Occam's Razor to narrow the definition cf the right to a minimurn core meaninp
which is clearly distinct from other human rights, rather than inclusive of them
all, or the sum of the interrelationships arnong them.
In light of this approach, I fiad some merit in concentratiag on the original
this
idea of a nationt or people's right to economic development, however much
In my
may require further explication in its relation to individual human rights.

first formulated by representatives
from developing iounlries, particularly though not exclusively from francophone

uni.**tunding, the right to development
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Africa, and was intimately linked to two dernands: first, for a
new international
order, urhich would be,more favorable to the economic
development of less
developed countries, and, second, for the full control
by peoples over their owu
naturai wealth and resources.r Both demands find a prace
in the t9g6 uN
Declaration on the Right to Development (Articles I
and 3), arthough their
impact is somewhat blunted bythe comprehensive
Iist of otherArticles.z
The right to development was originally asserted
as a claim against the
deveioped countries, in the context of what was
perceived as a perpetuation of
colonialism through economic domination and
exploitation.In its more strident
formulations, the collective right to developrnent
was defined as a right specific
to the Third Wodd, and was counterposed to the individual
huirur, .ight
championed by the developed countries. A typical
exarnple is the statement of
' the foreign minister of Senegal, Doudou Thiain, in an economic
conference of
the gro,p of ?7 in 1967: "II s'agit de ddnoncer
Ie vieux pacte colonial, dont la
situation actuelle n'est encore que Ie prolongement.
De iui substituer un droit
nouveau' De m€me que lbn a proclarnd dans les
Nations d6velopp6es pour les
individus Je droit i I'instruction, d la santd, au travail,
nous deyons proclamer,
ici, hautement, pour les Nations du tiers-monde
Ie droit au ddveloppernent,l3
This antithesis between a collective right to development
and the human
rights of the individuar has subsequentry blen
firmry relected, anrl rightry so. It
"econornic
appears that the link between a nation's or
p.opi*,. right to
development and in<Iividual human rights is now
ar*ri established
through two
-

L

--"--t

keypropositions:
l)

Without economic development, the resollrce constraints
that limit the

realization of human rights for a country's people
cannot be overcome. This
proposition applies as much to civil and political rights (provision
of police
forces, courts, Iegal aid, and so forth) u, to ..ooorii.,
social, and cultural
rights. This proposition is phrased carefuily, so as
to avoid the craim that
economic development is a fiecessdry condition
for realizing individual
human rights. As the Limbufg principles on economic,
social,lnd cultural
rights insist, for exampie, Iack of resources should
never be used by states as
an excuse for not progressing with a human
rights programr ,.the obligation
of progressive achievement exists independently
of the increase in
resources;

2

a

Laurent il{eillan, "le Droit au Ddveloppemeat et
les Nations unies: euelques R6flexionso,
Droit en Quart Monde,No. 34 (lanuaryiOo3), p.
14.

and Guy s. Goodwin-ciil (.a*.) basic.Docurnents
on Hur*an Rights,4rh Edftion
l1n l"Idt:
(Oxford: Oxford University press, 2002), pp. 'g+S_eSf
.

Meillan,

sulrq, note 1, [Eds. transiation:jiour task is to denounce
the old colonial compact
and to replace it rvith a new right. In the same
way that developett countries proclaimed,
individual rights to education, health and work, we
must claim here, loud and clear, that the

nationsoftheThirdWorldhavetherighttodevelopment,,.].
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use of resources available".4 Yet it would be difficult to
contest the proposition that a condition of economic underdeveloprnent and
raflge of
:i. societal impoverishmett constitutes a severe limitation on the
human rights that can be effectiveiy realized. In a recent Article, Professor
Sengupta steers a careful course through these divergent currents' "The

it requires effective

resource cOnStraint", he writes, '"muy not be quite binding if the
irnplementation of any ore human right is considered in isolation. But it may
be quite severely binding for any Programme trying to irnplement all the
rights". And he asserts again later: '1t reduction in income poverty is almost
i, always associated with growth",. lt/ith regard to the non-income variables-"
, it is possible at a given moment to raise these values by reallocating the
resourcs$ within a given level of incorne. But this cannot be sustainable, even
in the medium term, without an increase in the availability of resources".5
. Although an increase in resources may be realized through assistance from
interlational donors, the only secure way to a sustainable and coltinuing
increase in resources for a country, and to expanded economic opportunities
for its citizens, is through its own economic development. Indeed, a
progressive overcoming of a condition of one-sided economic dependency is
what the right to development is surely about.
2) The second proposition about the relation betweea economic development
and individual human rights quaiifies the first. Not any and every process of
. economic development will serve to protect and enhance the heman rights of
a country's popuiation, but only one that is directed toward the more
equitable distribution of econor*ic opportunities and resources. Beit.tg in a
thriving nation, to use Dickens' terrninolog?v, means nothing to those who
are. not themselyes thriving. Dickens' irony was directed not only at the
socially divisive consequences of industrial "development", but everr more at
the schoolroom teachings of political econorflF that legitimized them. It has
taken the experience of simitarly extreme liberal economic doctrines by a
much later generatlon to revive the realization that econornic development as
such can be accornpanied by intensified inequalities and sociai exclusions of
ali kinds.6

Iu this context, the right to development signifies the right to a form of economic
developn:ent which serves to expand the human rights of a country's people,
and, through doing so, enhances their own capacity to contribute to society's
Limburg Principles on the Implementation of the International Covenant on Hconomic,
SqcialandCulturalRights, HamanRightsQuartetl!,9,{1987),pp.122-135,para'Z3'

Arjun K, Sengupta, "On the Theoryand Practice

o.f

the Right to Development",Human Rights

Quarterly, Yol; 24 (2002), pp.887-888.

For exarnple, UNDR t{umsa De.telapment Rzport 1996 (New York Oxford Univcrsity Press,
1996); Amartya K. Sen, Developmerct as Freedom (oxford:
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further development. For the individual, it signifies the right to share in society's
economic development. This second proposition, then, posits a reciprocal relation
between ecooornic development and the realization of hdividual human rights,
not just a causal link in one direction.
My summary, then, of what I take to be the key componects of the right to
development in the human rights literature (both texts and corxmentaries) is the
following: the right to deveiopment, as a nation's or people's right to economic
deveiopment, is something distinct from the different individual rights of the
internationai human rights covenants, but also intimately coanected with them,
both as a crucial means to, and as aproduct of, their progressive realization'

L
2

INFLATIONARY TENDENCIES IN THE
CONCEPT

(*

To elucidate and justify this relatively narrow interpretation of the right to
development, one might consider inflationary tendencies found in the literature,
which extend the concept weil beyond this core tneaning, with a corresponding
danger of losing clariry of focus. Two tendencies in particuiar co*tribute to this
*development",
as between
inflatiol. The first trades on an ambiguity in the term
an ecoilornic process at the societal levei, aad the personal development of the
individual. Both meani.ngs are of course well established in scientific di.scourse
and everyday usage alike; and it could well be said that the ail round development
of the individual conititutes the aim of any human rights agenda. Howevei
because a term in cornmofl usage has many difrerent meanings does not justify
inciuding them all in the corresponding human right. To make the personal
development of the iadividual into a separate human right, say, as the sum of all
other human rights, is to lose an iurportant critical focus in the right to
development. Note that I am making a clear distinction here between an
individualh right to share in society's economic developrnent (which is implicit
in what has already been said above) and a seParate "right to personal
development".
One thing that encourages the inclusion ofthe latter is a certain unease about
the status of coUective rights in a human rights canon that has the dignity of the
individual as its focus and rationale.T Yet, if we unpack the idea of a collective
right, we find that it has two essential components. The first is that it is a right

that can oniy be asserted' and exercised collectively, by and on behalf of a
determinate group of people (as opposed to an indeterminate group, in such
terms as freedom of association, assembly, and so forth). Such are the rights of

7
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peoples to live as a distinct people'
peoples to self-determination, of indigenous

their own clistinctive ianguage and culture
and of national minorities to protect
to economic development' The second is
- so, too, is it a nation's or people',s right
"right" only because of the value thal it has
that the right in question counts as a
.orr.rponding$ a violation of the
to the individualsin the group, and bec,lus.,
of the grouP and to their individual
right is damaging to the individuui members
well-being or dignitY.
both a collective and an
A collective rigrit, in other words, necessarily has
point that' when I use the term
individual dimensfon. it is worth adding at this
I am giving the
"natlon" or "people" as subiects of the right to development'
"thosJpeople sharing a common state and
terms no more weight than simply
and radicai
;r^n; ,rerl iurisdiction". Radical theorists of globalization
individuals can be proper subjects of
cosmopolit*r., *lit . would argue that only
different reasans: the former'
a right to economic development, thotrgh for
matter of fact' lost all power to determine
because in their view the state has, as a
normatively, because ri'either the state
its own economic policy; the latter, more
significance in a scheme of global
nor the nation can have any special moral
grouped as a nation have any
justice.s For neither set of theorists could people
significance as subjects of a right to development'
the divisiori of the
To counter such views does not entail believing that
of all conceivable arrangements' It is
hurnan race into separate states is the best
is arranged, states have a deeply
enough to acknowledge 0 that, as the world
a prirne locus, alongside the
embedded existence; 2) that they are still
poliqles and regulatrols that
i*ternational level, for the creation of binding
that, as a result' members of a state
matter for their citizens' well-being; and 3)
in reiation to one another' which
haye some special rights and responsi.bilities
which give people grouped as a
they do not have toward non-members, and
These
"nation" or "people" a Dormative as well as practical significance'
<leep inetaphysical or primordiai
considerations do not entail assigaing any
and they hold sufficiently' regardless
significance to the idea of national ldeniity,

. ffi;;

ofthearbitrarinessofanyparticularstateboundaries.
-lies in its
;; orre inftatiorrury t.rrd.ncy, then, in the right to development,
personal development' a second
effension to embrace an individual right to
u,u*o" and its copception of societal
clerives from the developrnent studies ii
preamble to the 1986 uN
deveiopment as a muliifaceted process. so the
comprehensive economic' social
Declaration declares that "development is a
repeated in Article I of the
cultural and poiitical process", a phrase which is
expansively: develop$len[ so
Declaration itself. Indeed, that Article continues
8

See, for example, Brian

Barry "statisrn and Nationalism:

a Cosmopolitan Critique",

ia lan

Nomos XLI (New York: New York UniversitY
St *ptto and i,ea Brilmayer (eds'), Ctobat Justice:
Pr:ess, 1999), PP' 12*66.
t
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understood is a condition "in which all humau rights and fundamen'ral freedoms
can be fuIly realized".e Development at the societal level is indeecl a multifaceted
process, but it does not follow that all these facets should be included equally in
the "right to deveiopnrent". Again, there $eems to be a high price to be paid in a
Ioss of focus by extending the right beyond the originai conception of a right to
economic deveiopment. Narrowing the concept may well be controversial, but
two considerations for doing so seem to be cornpelling:

i)

The centrality of resource constraints as an obstacle to realizing human
rights, and of economic development in overcoming or at least mitigatiag
these constraints, is critic al. lt is this centraiity that defines both the
, distinctiveness of the right to development from the sum of individual rights
and also its connection to them. When one reads the depressing litany from
across the deveioping world of increases in infant mortality, in lost schooling,
in the loss of food securify, in the i*cidence ofpreventable disease, and so ofl,
it is hard not to conclude that a condition of econornic underdevelopment or
distorted deveiopmentlies at their root. To be sure, other fac'tors are involved,
aad many of them are listed in the Articles of the UN Declaration. Yet the
issue of economic development is surelyboth paramount and general.
2) The more the right to development is expanded to include all possible aspects
of development, the more difficult it becomes to specify what wouid couflt as
a violation or infringement of the right, since almost anything might count
as such, and the responsibility for not fulfi]iing it becomes correspondingly
diffuse and.unide*tifiable. The UN Committee on Econorrric, Social and
Cultural Rights -has labored long and har,i in trying to specifli, for each right
of the Covenant, "an absolute rninimurn entitlement in the absence of which
a state party is to be consiclered to be in violation of its obligations".loIt has
recognized the need to do so for the rights to be taken seriously and for the
responsibility for protecting them to be both ciearly assignable and realizable.
A broad and multifaceted conception of the right to development moves us in
the opposite direction and 'rnakes assigning the responsibiiities that
correspond to the right impossible because they are virtually unlimited. By
the same token, almost any government anfwhere couid claim that they were
contributing to the right to developrnent in some aspect or another. In sum, a
wide definition of the right to development provides a convenient excuse for
the evasion of respousibiliry.

L

(*

Ian Brovrnlie and Guy S. Goodwin-Gill, supra, note 2, pp, B4B-849.
l0
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Since the subject of this chapter is about defining obligations, the second
consideration a-bove is especially relevant to my purPCIse. If we can concentrate
on economic <levelopment, then it at least becomes possible to specify what
would count as a violation or infringement of the right to developmerrt. It would
the
occur where 1) a government's policies or institutions are such as to damage
of
economic development of its people, or to encourage a markedly unequal form
such
that deveiop*.rri, or 2) policies or institutions at the international level are
markedly
as to damage a country's economic d.evelopment or to encourage a
unequal form of that develoPment.
Thir ir a large enough agenda to be sure. Yet at least it has the merit of
identifying potential responsible agents and the kinds of responsibiiity that
might be relevant for securing a right to developrnent. This bringB me to the main
zubject of the chapter.

3.

OBLIGATIONS NOT TO DAMAGE OR HARM

The previous section argued for a concept of the right to development, which
would enable u$ to specify clearly what would cotrnt in principle as a violation or
infringement of the right and who the responsible agent$ might be' These agents
are governments, and their corresponding obligation is not to initiate or support
policies or institutional arrangements, whether domestic or international, which
systematically damage any country's economic development or encoulage a
markedly trnegual form of that development. These are not the only obligations
"aid
gov?rnmepts ha-re; as with all human rights, they also have pcsitive duties to
and protect".ll Howevet the rnerit of specifying what would count as a violation
or infringement of a country's right to economic deveioprnent is that it
concentrates attentictn on what everyone would agree to be a cornpelling
obligation - not to cause damage or harm. Certainly, as with all public policp
there is room for clisagreement about what exactly causes any particular damage
or harm and whether such damage rnight be justifiable if it could be shown to be
necessary to some much greater good. But it would be difficult to contest the

principle that the first duty of governments, as of citizens also, is not to cause
du*"gu or harm. Since the application of this principle in relation to the right to
development raises diferent issues at the domestic and international levels, I
shall treat each separately, begi*ning with the international level, since it
increasingly conditions the room for maneuver of dornestic economic polic,v'
The language of responsibiiity in international development policy and
literature is alrnost always couched in terms of positive duties - to give aid,

Henry Shue, Basic Rights (Princerorr, N]: Princeton University Press, 1980i, p. 53
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Artide 4.2 af
the UN Declaration points out that "sustained action is required to promote
assistance, and so forth, especially to the less deveioPed countries.

more rapid development of developing countries. As a complement to the efforts
of developing colrntries, effectiye international cooperation is esseatial in
providing those countries with appropriate mean$ and faciUties to foster their
comprehensive development".lz Such positive assistance is of course essential,
and it remains a scandal that so few countries manage to attain even tJre modest
UN goal of A.7 percent of GDP deyoted to this purPose. Yet the very language

an<l poiicies of development assistance or "cooperation" tend to reinforce a
relationship of one,sided dependency betweea the developed and deveioping
worlds, and convey an image of benevolence on the part of developed countries
tirat obscures the fact that they aiso pursue or support international policies that
inflict considerabie damage on deveioping countries. The idea of a violatiorr or
infringement of the right to development focuses our attention on this damage
and on the failure in a primary obligation not to cause damage or harm. There
are a number of significant reasons for considering the matter this way:

1)

There is uniyersal agreement on the obligation not to clamage or harm others,

whatever the relationship (or lack of it) in which we stand to them. This
consideration is argued forcefully by Thomas Pogge in his latest book, World
Poverty and Human Rights; "Our starting point ... (is the) deeply entrenched
view that any moral dufy not to wrong another person, or not to harm him
unduly, is much weightier than any corresponding duty to protect him
agairrst like wrongs from other sources".13 Actually, I think Pogge oYerstates
the case an<i does so because he wants to carry the argument over poverty to
those who subscribe to the liberal tenet that the only general duties we owe to
others are duties not to harm, not duties to aid, As I have argued elsewhere,I
believe that this iiberal distinction is ultirnately arbitrarX since both sets of
duties find their justification in the same underlying principle, namely, the
supreme value that we attach to individual well-being anci autonomy and the
egual worth of all hurnan beings'Ia Given, however, that so many people

L

believe that the duty not to harm is indeed much weightier, demonstrating
that the reiations between developed and developing countries breach this
duty constitutes a powerful and potentially far-reaching argument. As Pogge
says elsewhere, "we are not bystanders who find ourselves confronted with
foreign deprivations whose origins are wholly unconnected to ourselves".I5

r?
13
14
15

Brownlie and Goodwin -Gill, supre, note 2, p. 850.
Thomas W. Pogge, World Poverty and HurnanRrg&ts (Carnbridge; Polity Press, 2002), p' 132.
David Beetham,Dernocracy and Human Eig&rs (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999), pp.125'L29.
Thornas W Pogge, (ed,), Globatlustice (oxford: Blackwell, 200I), p' 14'
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eyidence of damage to development or infringements of thedght
to development sets the practice of develoPment assistance in a different
that the
moral iight. Some theorists of international justice woEld argue
"duty of benevolence" to a
damage inflicted turos the duty to give aid from a
form of
much more compelling "dutF of justice", since serves a$ a
since it
compensation for damage inflicted.l6 I think this move is mistaken'
the duty to
implies that, if the roor." of harrn or damage were to be removed,
of
provide aid wouid be much less morally compelling. Yet considerations
justice
appip regardless of any damage caused, whether we derive

Z) Providing

it

would still
of iustice to
such considerations from the extension of Rawlsian principles
the international sphere (as in the pathbreaking work af 1979 by Charle's
by the faiiure
Bettz)r? or, as I myself would prefer, from the injustice entailed
€ven though
to realize basic humaa rights in a world of abundance' HoweYer,
aflyway'
the duties to provide rievelopment assistance ale moraliy compelling
different moral
there is no doubt that the assistance itself appears in a very
same
Iight if the "donors" are also implicated in policies which damage that
that the
development. Wh.o can fail to be shocked by calculations that show
regimes
cost to Southern producers from Northern subsidy and protectionist
combined
is many times gi"ur". than the value of the same Sovertrments'
include the
development asiistance? Furthermore, those calculations clo rot
yalue of ali the other economic transfers from developing to developed

3)

countries.
on the
Considering the matter from this point of view links the discussion
on the
right to development firmly with the burgeoning critical literature
and
arrailgeme*ts of the international econornic system and the institutions
The
policies that sustain them * the so-cailecl global economic architecture'
the rules
*rgument here is that significant features of these arrangements and
on trade, finance, investment, the environment
governing them
their economic
Jystematically disadvantage the poorest countries and damage
iev"lopment, further intensifying gtobal inequalities. This happens because
much greater
the structure of the internationai econornic institutions accords
to the extent
decisional power to the governments of the developed countries,
that they should be considered largely responsible for the global economic
arrangements which these institutions endorse'

-

l6

University Press'
for example, A. Dobson, Iustice and the Hnvitonment (Oxford: Oxford
;N*tion"l Boundaries and Moral Boundaries, a Cosmopolitan
i998), and I, Ijchtenberg,
atd its Liwits
View,, in P- G. Brown ,iia U, Shse (eds.), Boundaries: National Autonafiy
See,

(Totowa, NI: Rowman, 1981), pp. 79-100.

Charles Beitz, politic"t ft
University Fress,
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Tlvo objections to this last argument are i4rorth considering before I review the
empirical evidence in support of it. The first objection is that all countries, even
the least developed ones, gain more than theylose from their membership in the

international economic order and are therefore better off than they would be
outside it in some form of 'autarchy". Even if such a proposition could. be proved,
it is simplybeside the point. The issue is not whether economic relations befween
countries, taken as a whoie or irr princrple, are a good or bad thing. It is whether
those features that are particularly damaging to developing countries could be
otlrer than they are, and therefore subject to a change of policy by those with the
power to effect it. Loose talk about 'globalization" may convey the impression
that the pattern of international economic relations is an unstoppable force of
, nature, but actually it is structured and sustained by political decision, including
decisions about what not to regulaie, as well as what to regulate, and how to do

L

so.18

A second objection is that, since devetoping countries are members of the
international organizations in question and take part in their proceedings, they
thereby demonstrate consent to the decisions that flow from them. And ionsent
iegitimates the outcomes, whatever theirbaiance ofadvantages and disadvantages
may be- This objection, however, is flo more tenable than the first. It is notorious

L

that in many of the releyant organizations (for example, IMF, World Bank)
formai voting Power is rnassively weighted in favor of the developed couatries,
And even where it is not (for example, WTO) their decisional polver is stili
disproportionate because of huge inequalities in the resources available for
research and preparation ofaegotiating positions; and in the ielative cobts to the
respective parties of not reaching agreement, or of opting out altogether.
Although consent obtained under conditions of inequality rnay convey the
appearance of legitimacy, it does not meet the normative criteria established by
the tradition of liberal political phflosophy, which requires an original equalify
between the contracting parties if the outcomes are to be considered at aII fair or
just. The failure of successive WTO rneetings under the Doha rcund, since
cancun in 2003 to reach ugr..*rlt on a new tiade package may signai a shift in
bargaining polrer towards the major developing countries, but that power is still
far from equal.le
What, then, is the state of the evidence about the damage that is caused to the
economic development of developing countries by significant and avoidable
features of international economic arrangements? Here, I shall confine myself
to
brief summaries in three.key areas - trade, finance, and the enyironmenl W.hat
is significant is the convergence of evidence and argument on these issues
1Q

l9
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between those who might be terrned "insiders", such as George soros2o and
]oseph Stiglitz,zl with more longstanding oppouents of current international
economic arrangements, such as Naomi Kieinzz or George Monbiot'x3

3.7. TRADE

-

Developed countries use their bargairring power to open up Third World
rnarkets to their goods, while maintaining tariftls and subsidies that damage
developing countrles' producers, especiaily in agriculture and textiles.
N'orthern Boyernments underwrite and enforce international contracts which
distort development needs (for example, arms and construction) or saddle
countries with excessive long-term payrnents (for example, power generation
and other public utilities).
Technology patent$, including patents orr naturaily occurring foods and
drugs, enable Northern companies to extract large and co$tinuing transfers

from developing countries.
Transfer pricing enables muitinational companies to avoid taxation in all
jurisdictions, but it has a particularly heavy irnpact on countries with iimited
state budgets.

*"Irarle
liberalization all too often fails to live up to its
According to Soros,24
promise... Western countries pushed trade ]iberalization for the products they
exportedi but at the same time continued to protect those sectors in which
competition frorr: de'r'elopiag cour-ltries might have threatened their econorniesl
StigUt, comments that "(t)he critics are right in claiming that the WTO is biased
in favor of the rich countries and multinational corporations".2s

3.2.

FINANCE

The high cost of credit for home-grown firms in developing countries
increases the difficulties that they face in competing with international
companies.

20
xt
22
2t
24
2s

George Soros, ()n Glabalization {Oxford; Public Afairs,2002),
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Capital market liberatiz.ation has impeded ecorromic growth and made
countries vulrterable to speculative fiows, which can create or exacerbate
financiai crises,
IMF policies for countries in financial crisis have been contractionary and
damaging to the pubiic sector, burdening countries with long-term payments
at inflated rates of interest while exacerbating tlre contagion efflects of crisis
on
countries.

"... financiai markets are inherently unstable and the playing
field is inherently uner,en ... Emerging rnarket economies are suffering from
capital outflows and higher borrowing costs,,,2d while Stieglitz purports that ....,
, if IMF policies had simply failed to accomplish the full potential of development,
that would have been bad enough. But the failures in many places have set back
Soros observes that

L

the developrnent dgendx".27

3,3. THE EhIVIRO}IMENT
Global warminp largely caused by developed countries and responsible for
an intensification and frequency of extleme events such as drought and
flooding, impacts particularly severely on deyeloping countries and on
populations at the margin of subsistence.
Demand from Northern consumers leads to rapid depledon of nonrenewable
natural reeoarces in developing couatrieS (oil, inirieials, hardwood, fish
stocks, and so forth), often causing iocal environmental pollution and
damaging raditional livelihoods
The lower capacity for effective environmental regulation in developing
countries is widely exploited byNorthern companies and collurled in by their
governments.

L

Lonergan posits that "... until there is recognition that those countries which
have not caused these problems are indeed the ones that are going
to sufer most,
the outlook, I thiuh for many countries ... is very bleak,,.zs

What is being clairned here is not that the consequences of countries'
increased insertion into the global economy are all negative. It is rather
that
those features that are particularly damaging for the economies of developing
countries couid be made less detrimentar through a change in poticy or
26
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regulation, and that the governments of developed countries must take the major
share of responsibility for their persistence. International economic relations in
the 1990s, concludes ]oseph Stiglitz in his book T&e RoaringNineties,were "built
by brute force, by dictating inappropriate conditions in the midst of crisis, by
bullying, by imposing unfair trade treaties or by pursuing hypocritical trade
policies - all of which are part of the hegemonic legacy that the US established in
the 1990s but seem to have become worse in the next administration'.2g the
credit crisis of 2008 has only served to confirm this legacy, as developing
countries have been particularly damaged by the financial rneltdown originating
in the USA, and by the continuation of manifestly inappropriate IMF poiicies in
response to the crisis.

NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND INTERNATIONAL

4

OBLIGATIONS
right to development of developing countries, then, is seriously infringed by
international arrangements that have been initiated or sustained by the
governments of developed countries, in breach of a basic obligation not to cause
harm or damage to others. This happens because, as Pogge obseryes, "our
representatives in international negotiations do not consider the interests of the
global poor as part of their mandate. They are exclusively devoted to shaping
Each such agreement in the b-est interests of the people and corporations of their
own country"-30 Many people would ltgr3s that they are right tc do sa. I#e share
a comrnon citizenship and many other characteristics with our fellow nationals,
they argue, and are linked to them by bonds of mutua] recognitio* and mutual
responsibility. It is therefore right that both we and the governments that
represert us should give priority to the needs and interests of fellow naticnals
over those of other nations, with whom we do not stand in any special
relationship
This common-sense viewpoint has formed the subject of liveiy philosophical
debate between so-called 'tosmopolitans" and tommunitarians", tfie former
contending that the principles of justice require that "everyone should count for
one" regardless of where they live, and the latter contending, in turn, that
principles of justice can apply only within bounded political communities, in
which there exist strong ties of mutual recognition and an acknowledged
reciprocify of obligations,sl Neither position, however, if taken to an extreme,
The
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Iooks,..femolely:':'plausible. 14[e cannot ignore or elirninate the special
responsi.bilities that we recognize andowe to our fellow nationals, yet neither can
we,:riake these the limits of our moral concern or obligaUon in an increasingly
interconflected and interdependent world. As Samuel Scheffier has observed, we
confront here "two ideas - the idea of special responsibilities and the idea of
global justice - which are evidentiy in tension with each other ... yet each of
these ideas is rooted in values that occupy a central place in the moral outlook of
many peopile".32 How we might reconcile this tension, or which idea we should
give priority to when they conflict, Scheffier does not consider. Yet it is one of the
central questions to which any theory of human rights and their corresponding
obligations has to provide a convincing answer.
, What we are looking for, then, is a ciear principle that will enable us to
determine when, and under what circumstances, those who live in developed
countries (and the governments that represent us) would be justified, indeed
required, to give priority to international obligations over special responsibilities
to fellow nationals, given that we must acknowledge the force of both. Tlvo ideas
mayhelp us here. One is advanced in the recentwritings of Peter Singer, who has
relaxed the heroic stringency of his sarlier work to accommodate the moral
limitations of ordinary mortals, though his basic starting point is the same - a
version of the rnarginal utility prinsiple. Since the gap between living standards
in the developed and deyeloping countries is so enormous, he argues, and since
relatively small sums which would only add to the marginal superfluities of the
well-off wouid transform the lives of the impoverished, it must be justified,
indeed morally required, for transfeis to be madE from the former to the latter
si*ce no significant damage would be done to their basic interests or the
fulfillment of their special duties to family, friends, and others by doing so. And
such transfers shouid be set at the point which, if generaiized, would enable the
minimum needs of everyone for "enough to eat, clean water to drinlq sheiter
from the elements and basic health care" to be met.33
This is a clear and persuasive idea in principle, except to those who
acknowledge rro positive duties to aid. whatsoever. It serves to identifythe nature
of the transfers at issue, from the marginal disposable income of those whose
living requirements and special responsibilities are already met and the limits of
such transfers * the poiaf where the most basic human rights are satisfi.ed for ali.
It represents, we could salL a rninimal, rather than a maximal, conception of
international justice. Singer weakens his argument for those who take special
responsibilities to co-nationals seriously witi: his contention that such transfers
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between countries should take priority over transfers within countries.34 He
provides no evidence that these are in competition with one another; rather, both
in cornpeti tion with a relativelysmall amount of marginal expenditure of the
large numbers of the well-off. Indeed, what evidence there is indicates that those
countries which come closest to achieving UN targets for development assi$tanc€
(the Nordic ones) are also the ones that operate the most redistributive policies
domestically. In other words, the principles of national and international justice

mtrtually reinforcing in practice, rather than conflictual.3s
-. Singer is primariiy concerned with the issue of aid and with specifying
positive duties of assistance, both by individuals and governments, to those in
greatest need. Yet the right to deveiopment, as I have conceived it, looks at the
obverse side of the coin, at the damage done to societies' economic development
by the arrangements of the international econofiIic order. Here a second idea
seems particulariy relevant for deciding between the respective claims of
international justice and the special responsibilities due to co-nationals. It is
advanced by Thomas Pogge in Chapter Five of his latest book, where he discusses
"the bounds of natio:ra1ism". In this chapter he sets out a hierarchy of obligations,
with "negative duties not to wroilg (unduly harm) othsrs" at the top. When it is a
question of other kinds of duty, he argues, such as the duties to aid and protect,
then "it is morally more important to attend to the needs of our compatriots tl:an
t0 $ye like assistarce to foreigners". When we come to negative duties, however,
the distinction between compatriots and foreigners (or between those to whom
wB are specially connected and third parties) becomes arbitrary, and avoiding
harrn to third parties must "trump" any duties to aid and pro{ectr even those
with wharn we stand in a special relationship.3d
The relevance of this principle to infringements of the right to development
should. be evident. Yet there are two problems with the principle as it stands,
neither of which Pogge addresses. 'Ihe first is a classic conceptual conundrum, to
the effect that not to provide protectio* where we have the clear responsibility
and capacity to do so is equivalent to harming, so Pogge's basic distinctions will
not withstand close examination. A more practical objection is that, if
governments of the developed countries were to reverse most of the policies
mentioned in the previous section as being particularly damaging to developing
countries, it would harm some of their own nationals and their businesses in the
process. The point at issue, therefore, is not so much to distinguish among
different kinds of obligation as it is how to assess the relative harms involved, to
are
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nationals a$d non-nationals respectiveiy,

in maintaining current policies or

changing them.

L

L

By this criterion, one may thus conclude that Western nationals would
experience less harm in both numbers and degree as a resuit of changing the
policies in question than deveioping countries would ftom maintaining them.
The damage to those from developed countries would be incurrecl by those most
able to sustain it; when this is not the case, however, the governments involved
have the resource$ to provide forms of transitional assistance that are not so
externally damaging as current subsidies and protectionism, In other words, we
have here the obverse of Singer's marginal utiliry principle; we could call it the
"relative sustainability of harms" principle, And here the concept of the right to
.developrnent could be inyoked to give support to this principle: Whereas the
harms incurred clearly damage the economic development of developing
countrie$, the same could not be said of the harnns that would be incurred by
already developed countries from a change in the relevant policies.
We thus have two robust principles for determining where the claims of
iaternational justice should override any special responsibilities owed to
co-nationals and where international obligatioris should override domestic ones,
whether on the part of citizens or their governrnents. One is the marginal utilitT
principle, whiqh endorses an overriding positive obligation to provide *ssistance
to satisfy basic hrman rights from the discretionary expen&ture of the weU-off.
The second is what I have called the "relative sustainability of harms" principle,
which requires the elimination of international policies that damage the
economic development of de+eloping countries as an obligatiou that is prior to
avoiding harms that might occur to nationals of already deveioperi countries by

doing so. The'strong support that it provides for this second principle, in my
estimation, gives the idea of tle right to development its special distinctiveness
and nolrnative force within the human rights agenda.
The fact that governments in the main do not acknowledge these principles
or act according to them does^not render them invalid or utopian. Yet, in
confronting the world as it is, those campaigning for changes in the international
econornic order and for greater protection for human rights should be clear
about their grounds for doing so and should be able to answer deep-seated
objections, one of the rnost pervasive of which is that governments are expected
to give priority to the interests of their own nationals. Few individuals will come
out publicly and say that they are against hurnan rights, but many will challenge
the corresponding obligations which are necessary if these rights are actually to
be realized. Being clear about the justification for these obligations is a necessary
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why sover n m ents a nd t heir publi c s
do nst give these obligations the weight that they merit. Two kinds of reasons are
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usually adyanced. One points to the moral limitations of the average citizen of
the developed countrres. Our moral sensibilities, it is argued, change more slowly
than the world around us, and the pace of globaiization has outstripped the
capacity of nation-centered moralities to adapt to an expanded universe of
interdependency.3T A less generous version identifies a malign effect of neoliberal economics, which has been to legitimate self-interest-maximizing
behavior throughout public life. One consequence has been a perceived resistance
to increases in taxation, with development assistance bttdgets declining
proportionately as a result; or, where governments have increased them (as
recently in the UK) they haye done so only "by stealth". Yet the level of support
for international NGO.s suggests that public attitudes are more cornplex ia reality,
and that open and serious publlc ciebate about official aid budgets would be
beneficial. Opinion surveys quoted by Peter Singer show that, although most US
citizens think that the percentage of the federal budget spent on official ait{ is
between 10 and 20 times higher than it actually is, they nevertheless believe that
it should be reduced. The figure that theyfind appropriate to "cut" it to, however,
is more than five times what is actually being spent - a sum that is, in any case' a
small fraction of the projected annual increase in the US military budget for 2003

and successive years.38
This brings us to a second kind of explanation, which is more relevant to
Western governmsnts'failure to end the damage dane to developing countries
by international economic arrangements. This is, not surprisingly, that these
gwernrnents are in hock to their own producer and financial interests, on whose
monetary support they rely to mee! the costs of their o-wn re-election, and who
are con$equently given prioritv and preferential access in the formation of
government policy. Although this relationship finds its most extreme
manifestation in the US Congress, -,it is evident to a greater or lesser extent in all
the developed countries. It demonstrates a close link between the failure to meet
their rnter*atioaal obligations abroad and the distortions to which the
democratic process is subject at home.3e
Prospects for changing this balance of moral and political forces may seem
distant, but they are not hopeless. Recent years have witnessed the det/elopment
of an increasingly vocal international public opinion, in which progressive forces
i* both developing and developed countries have combined to campaign for
changes to the international economic order, with some modest successe$ to
their credit. The emergence of a new bloc of developing countries at Cancun in
2003, under the leadership of Btazil, China, and India, may signal a turning
point as significant as the development of trade unionism in the industriai era- A
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clearly focused tight to development" could proyide a unifying rubric for the
different agendas of this movement and wouid have a rnuch more critical
purchase than simplistic slogans of anti-giobalization.

INFRINGEMENTS OF THE RIGHT TO
DEVEIOPMENT BY DOMESTIC GOVERNMENTS

5

L

The focus thus far has been on the damage to economic development caused by
internationai economic arrangements. An earlier section, however, identified t}e
other source of infringements to the right to development as coming from the
policies and institutions of a country's own goyernment. Some commentator$

convenient to lay the onus for the poor economic development of
developing countries on their own governments' corruption and other
deficiencies, which divert attention from the responsibility of the rest of the
world. Yet there is no doubting that domestic governments share $orne of the
responsibility for economic under-development and that authoritarian regimes
that are major human rights violators are among the most damaging in this
respect as well.
It is at this point that the agendas for economic development and
democratization conyerge. Other contributors to this book have written
eloquently about this connection,4o to which t will add a few remarks.
First, electorgl democracy on its ory1 is insufficient either to diminish the
scale of corruption or to preYent '?lite capture" of the democratic process.
Indeed, the costs of electoral campaigning can serye to consolidate both, With
rare exceptions, the kind of economic development indicated by the "right to
development" requires both strong institutiorts of public accountabilify and the
emergence of political parties committed to an at least modestiy redistributive
and social$ empo'werin g agenda.ar

fnd it

L

Second, Western governments rn*rst take some of the blame for the emergence

of authoritarian regimes in developing countries. In the past they have either
actively encouraged or coiluded in the establishment of many of them. In the
present, they maiatain internatioual arrangements which allow such regimes to
plunder their countries' resources and saddle their peoples with debt burdens
stretching into the distant future. Here, the right of peoples to "full sovereignty
over all their natural wealth and resources", pronounced in Article i of the UN
Declaration, has proved to be something of a two-edged sword. Conceived
initially to protect against neocolonial exploitation, it overlooks the possibility
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that the product of such resources might be appropriated by their own ruling
elites. Indeed, there is increasing evidence that the possession of substantial
natural resourc€s, especialiy mineral resources, diminishes the prospects for
economic development, by maximizing eiite discretion over the Process of rent
distribution, ancl that such resources provide a fertile soil for'toups, civil wars,
oppression and corruption".4z
Atthis point, it is important to insistthat the rights encompassed bythe right
to development belong to peoples rather than to goYernments and that there are
circumstances in which, as with any human right, they may have to be asserted
on behalf of people against their own governments.a3 At what point a people may
need external assistance or intervention to help protect their rights, and what
.form this intervention should take, are amoflg the most pressing and also

-

divisive - issues in international politics today. One reason for their divisiveness
is that, as this chapter has argued, we inhabii iwo different worlds simultaneously,
each with its own distinct moraliry On the one hand is the world of sovereign
nation states, with the ciaims of natiorrhood, self-determination, and the
normative primacy of co-nationals. On the other hand is the emerging suqra'
national order, with the claims of human rights, transnational justice, and

universal equality. The language of the UN Declaration reflects both these
worlds. Thus it emphasizes sovereigntp self-determination, and the rights of
nations to their own resources and to freedom from foreign interference. At the
same time, it insists on responsibilities and obligations that transcend national
boundaries and that require institutions that can work only by limiting national
sovereignty, How we negotiate the tensions between thesetwo worlds and their
.,he key to estabiishing a coherent right to development
respective moralities is
and its correspondin g obligations.

6.

CONCIUSIO]'{

To make a human right realizable or efi'ective requires not only identifying who
the appropriate agents are who have an obligation for upholding the right, but
also specifying what would count as an infringement of the right in question so
that the scope of that obligation can be determined. I have argued that to do this
for the right to development requires narrowing its definitional scoPe to "a

nationk or people's right to economic development". An infringement or
violation of this right can be said to occur "when a goverll$lent initiates or
supports poli.cies or institutional arrangements, whether domestic or
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international, which systematicallydamageanycountry's economic development,
or eucourage a markedly unequal forrn of that development". The obligation not
to act in this way ties in with a widespread conviction that we should not cause
damage or harm to others. In'the central part of the chapter, I examine the
damage that is caused to the economic development of developing countries by
current international economic arrangernents, and I identift principles that will
hetp determine when governments should give priority to international
obligations over the interests of their nationals, where these conflict. Tensions
betwten international and national moralities are expiored further in the context
of regimes that damage their own countries' economic deveiopment and the
problems of how to address them. I conclude that, given a narrowing of
'definitional focus and an effective resolution of the tension befween universalist
and nation-centric normative demands, the right to deveiopment can serve as a
coherent referecce point for campaigns to reform internationai institutions and
policies.
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